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Abstract
Degrees of information and of contradiction are investigated within a uniform propositional framework, based on test actions. We consider that the
degree of information of a propositional formula
is based on the cost of actions needed to identify
the truth values of each atomic proposition, while
the degree of contradiction of a formula is based
on the cost of actions needed to make the formula
classically consistent. Our definitions are to a large
extent independent of the underlying propositional
logic; this flexibility is of prime importance since
there is no unique, fully accepted logic for reasoning under inconsistency.

1 Introduction
Information and contradiction are two fundamental aspects
of knowledge processing. Quantifying them is an important
issue when reasoning about beliefs (or preferences) stemming
from one or different sources. Here are some contexts where
quantifying information and contradiction is relevant:
diagnosis and testing. In model-based diagnosis, some
initial assumptions that each component works correctly are
made; these assumptions may conflict with actual observations. Measuring the conflict of the resulting base may be a
good hint about how hard it will be to identify the faulty components.
preference elicitation. In the interactive process of elicitating the preference profile of an individual (user) about a set
of possible alternatives, it is not unfrequent that contradictory
preferences arise. In this situation, it is useful to quantify and
localize the contradictions as well as the information about
the user’s preferences, so as to be in position to choose the
next questions to ask.
belief merging. In this framework, degrees of information
and contradiction can be the basis on which one can decide
whether to take or not into account the data conveyed by an
agent. If the degree of contradiction of the data given by an
agent is high, it may be relevant to reject the information,
since there is a significant evidence that the source is not reliable; however, this must be balanced by the quantity of information furnished by the agent, especially when she also gives
some important and uncontroversial pieces of information.
group decision making. Contradictions arise frequently

when trying to reach a compromise among several agents who
have possibly conflictual preferences about a common decision (like voting, resource sharing, public goods buying). In
this context, not only it is relevant to compute a global degree
of conflict (among the set of agents) but also degrees of conflicts associated with small groups of agents (coalitions) so as
to localize as precisely as possible where the conflicts are.
Now, what do “degree of information” and “degree of contradiction” mean? There is no consensus about it. The main
features shared by existing definitions (and there are not numerous, cf. Section 7) is that (1) such degrees are numerical
values, and (2) they vary depending on the representation language. Thus, one may consider  as fully informative in the
case where  is the single atomic proposition of the language
but surely
 not fully informative
 when the vocabulary also contains (provided that  and are independent propositions).
In this paper, our point of view is that it is inadequate
to quantify the information/contradiction conveyed by some
data without considering at the same time a set of available
actions and a goal to be reached. Accordingly, our degrees
of information and contradiction are defined in an “active”
way. Acting so as to reduce inconsistency or to gain information often relies on performing knowledge-gathering actions (also called tests). We consider that the degree of information of an information base is based on the number (or
the cost) of actions needed to identify the truth value of each
atomic proposition (the lower the cost the more informative
the base); and that the degree of contradiction of an information base is based on the number (or the cost) of actions
needed to render the base classically consistent. Thus, both
degrees are dependent on the language but also on the given
set of tests and the way plans costs are computed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After some
formal preliminaries in Section 2, we present our framework
in Section 3. In order to show the generality of our framework, we instantiate it to three different propositional logics: classical logic (Section 4), the paraconsistent logic 
(Section 5) and a syntax-based approach to inconsistency
handling (Section 6). Related work is given in Section 7, and
some conclusions in Section 8.

2 Formal preliminaries and notations

We consider a propositional language 
based on a finite
set of propositional symbols  and a set of connectives that
may vary depending on the logic used. Well-formed formulas

are denoted by  ,  , etc. The available information is repre by a formula  of 
sented
(called information base).
Since we wish to keep a reasonable level of generality, we
do not want to commit right now to a particular propositional
logic. Indeed, flexibility is a major feature of our framework,
and it is essential at least for two reasons. On the one hand,
classical logic is inadequate to handle contradiction: ex falso
quodlibet sequitur (a single, local contradiction is sufficient
to pollute the whole information base). On the other hand,
there is no unique, fully accepted, logic for reasoning under
inconsistency. This is reflected by the various approaches that
can be found in the literature under different names like belief
revision, merging, paraconsistent logics, etc.

is required to possess the following ingredients:
1. A consequence relation   on  
.
2. An acceptance function      :  "!#%$&"'
means that given the information base  ,  is accepted
as a true information (we say that  accepts  ). By default, acceptance is defined by: %"!(%$)*' iff ( + ,
and  -  .  ). We say that  is informative about  iff
exactly one of   !#%$)*' or   !(%$ . *' holds, and that
 is fully informative iff for any /  ,  is informative about  .
  1 : if
3. A contradiction indicator 0  
0*"!#%$&*' holds, then we say that  is contradictory
about  . By default, we define 0*"!#%$&"' iff ( 2  3
and   4.  ).  is said to be contradiction-free iff for
, we do not have 0*"!#%$&"' .
every / 
4. A weak revision operator 5768 9 ;:<  :
=5 represents the new information base obtained once
taking account of the observation  into the information base  . For the sake of generality, we are not
very demanding about 5 . The only requirement is that
>5?@    , which expresses that our tests are assumed
reliable (each test outcome must be true in the actual
world)1 . In the following we will simply refer to those
operators as revision operators (omitting the weak). It
would be interesting to explore in more details what happens when one puts more requirements on 5 (this is left
for further research).

3 Degree of ignorance and degree of
contradiction
In this section, we give general definitions of degrees of contradiction and ignorance, i.e., of lack of information, which
are to a large extent independent of the logic chosen to represent information. These definitions will be specified further
in Sections 4 to 6 where the logic will be fixed.
Definition 3.1 (test contexts) A test context ACBEDGF (w.r.t.
  ) is a pair HJI?$)K)L where I is a finite set of tests and K
function from I to IN M . The outcome to any test
NPisO a/,cost
I is one of  , .  , where Q/R . We say that NPO
is the
w.l.o.g. that at most one
N O test about  , and we assume
S

T
/
  . A context is stantest of N I O is about  for each
/VI , we have K&! N O 'WYX (every test has a unit
dard iff U
1
While this condition corresponds to the “success” postulate in
the AGM framework [Alchourrón et al., 1985], we do not ask our
operators to be AGM ones, especially because the AGM framework
is not suited to characterize the revision of an inconsistent formula.

cost).
is universal iff for every /Z , there is a
N O A/Zcontext
I . A context is atomicNPiff[ the testable formulas are
test
exactly the atomic propositions ( /I iff \/ ).
Definition 3.2 (test plans, trajectories) Given a test context
, a test plan ] is a finite binary tree; each
N O of its nonterminal nodes is labelled with a test action ; the left and
NO
right arcs leaving every non-terminal node labelled with
are respectively labelled with the outcomes  and .  . An
(outcome) trajectory H_^a`)$)b&b)bc$&^)deL with respect to ] is the sequence of test outcomes on a branch of ] . The cost of a trajecdfhg ` K&! NPOji ' ,
tory H_^a`)$)b)b&bcNP$)Ok^)i d L with respect to ] is defined as 
where each
is the test labelling
the node of ] reached by
fml
following the path H_^ ` $)b&b)bc$&^ ` L from the root of ] .

ACBEDGF

Definition 3.3 (disambiguation, purification) Let
test plan and  the initial information base.

]

be a

The application of ] on  is the tree )nonqphr!s]t$u' , isomorphic to ] , whose nodes are labelled with information bases defined inductively as follows:

]

– the root v of &nanpwrE!x]t$y' is labelled with !zvc'*9 ;
– let { be a node of )nonqphr!s]t$u' , labelled with the information base !s{%' , whose corresponding node in
] is non-terminal and labelled with NPO ; then { has
two children in &nanpwrE!x]t$y' , labelled respectively
with !s{%'o5> and !x{%'o5 .  .

]

disambiguates  given  iff for every terminal node {
of &nanpwrE!x]t$y' , !s{%' is informative about  (i.e., either
  !#%$)*' or   !#%$ . *' ). ] (fully) disambiguates  iff
it disambiguates all formulas of  , i.e., iff for any terminal node { of &nanqphrE!x]t$u' , !x{%' is fully informative.

purifies  given  iff for every terminal node { of
&nanpwrE!x]t$y' , !x{%' is not contradictory about  (i.e., not
0  !#!s{%'z$&"' ). ] (fully) purifies  iff it eliminates all
contradictions in  , i.e., iff for any terminal node { of
&nanpwrE!x]t$y' , !s{%' is contradiction-free.

Clearly enough, it can be the case that there is no plan to
purify or disambiguate a formula; especially, there is no plan
for purifying the constant | (false) in any of the three logics
considered in the following.
In our framework, degrees of ignorance and contradiction
are defined in a uniform way: the degree of ignorance (resp.
of contradiction) of  measures the minimal effort necessary
to disambiguate (resp. to purify)  .
Definition 3.4 (degree of contradiction, of ignorance)
Let us define the cost K&!x]%' of a test plan ] as the maximum of
the costs of its trajectories. Then
The
of contradiction of  is defined by
}~ !#degree
't{%!#K&!s]%'u] purifies}~  G' .
When no plan purifies  , we let
!#'t98 .

The
} degree of ignorance of  is defined by
!('* {%!_aK&!x]%'y] disambiguates}  o' .
When no plan disambiguates  , we let !#'*18 .
Clearly, both degrees depend on the test context; by default,
we consider the standard atomic context.
In the previous definition, we actually define pessimistic
degrees of contradiction and ignorance (because the cost of

a plan is defined as the maximum cost among its trajectories); this principle, consisting in assuming the worst outcome, is known in decision theory as Wald criterion. Other
criteria could be used instead, such as the optimistic criterion obtained by replacing @&\ by { . More interesting,
the criterion obtained by first using @&\ and then  { for
tie-breaking, or the p(\j)\ criterion, allow for a better discrimination than the pure pessimistic criterion. The choice
of a criterion is fairly independent from the other issues discussed in this paper, which gives our framework a good level
of flexibility and generality. Due to space limitations, however, we consider only the pessimistic criterion in the rest of
the paper.
The definitions below concern the cost of being informative about a formula  (resp. of getting rid of contradictions
about  ) given an initial information base  .
Definition 3.5 (disambiguation cost, purification cost)
The disambiguation cost of  given  , denoted by
0*W!(%$)*' , is the minimum cost of a test plan applied
to  and disambiguating  .
The purification cost of  given  , denoted by 0*=!#%$&"' ,
is the minimum cost of a test plan applied to  and purifying  .

The disambiguation cost of  given  can be seen as the
price one is ready to pay for being informed about  . The purification cost of  given  is a bit less intuitive: in a database
context, for instance, it represents the cost that the database
holder is ready to pay to ensure that the database does not
contain any contradictory information about a given formula.
Proposition 3.1 The degrees defined above are related as
follows:
}y !#' } ~ !#'
0}   !(%$)*'"R0 !(%$)*' ;
;
0">!#%$)*'*R0*W!#%$ . "' ;
0"!(%$)*' ;
}~ !(!#'"'*1
0"!#%$)*'*R0*=!#%$ . "' ;
R0*=!#%$&*' .

4 Case study 1: classical logic
In this section, we fix 
to classical propositional logic
0 , which means that we fix the following:
The language of 0 is built up from the connectives  ,  ,
. , : and the constants  , | ;
Interpretations are mappings from  to T $ F  ~ and the
consequence
as usual by
} +   iff
 ^ } ~  !#'4relation
 ^ } ~is defined
!s' , where  ^ ~  !#' denotes
the set of classical~ models of  .
~
Clearly enough,~  "!#%$&"' holds iff   R and  is
consistent; and 0  !#%$&*' holds iff  is inconsistent. Finally, let 5+@ (i.e., the revision operator is simple
expansion).
Example 4.1 Figure 1 reports a test plan of minimal cost that
fully disambiguates S!z  '&!_:K&' (w.r.t. the standard
atomic test context).
Accordingly, the degree of ignorance of  is  given the
standard atomic context; as Figure 1 also shows, such a degree can be strictly lower than the number of literals built up
from  that are not accepted by  (here, the information
given by the test outcomes within the test plan are crucial).
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Figure 1: Degree of ignorance of
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Proposition 4.1 Given any test context:
0*!#%$&"'tV© iff  is consistent and ( ª 9 or
if  is inconsistent, then 0  !#%$&*'*98 ;
0*!#%$&>'«10*!#%$&"'EV0*!(%$z' ;
0*} !#%$&>[o¬ '«10*!#%$&"'EV0*!(%$z' ;
!('«
 0  !#%$_\"' .

ª  . 

);

Degrees of conflict and purification are not relevant when
is classical logic, just because inconsistency is an extremely rough notion in classical logic. Indeed, we have:
}y~ !('*
©
if  is consistent
8 } ~ if  is inconsistent
!#' for all  .
and 0 !#%$)*'*

 



Example 4.2 Let  , be two (independent) atomic propositions we focus on. Starting from an information base represented by  (no contradiction, no information), stepwise
expansions progressively
lead to

 a base  having a single
model over $  like !zT T $  T ' . In this situation, the
degrees of ignorance and of contradiction (given the standard
atomic context) are minimal (no contradiction, full information). But each additional expansion that does not lead to
an equivalent information base leads to an inconsistent one;
for instance, the resulting base 5 .  has a maximal degree
of contradiction.
This is counterintuitive since it seems that
informative and less contradictory
§   .   is both more
 .  .  . This is not reflected by our degrees
than 
when classical logic is considered.
}  !#ao'ª , }~ !#ao'ª©
} !#Co'X } ~ !_aCo'"©
}  !#?  G',V© , }y~ !_¦  o'ª©
}

}~


}  !#?   . Co'" 98 , , !#}y~ ?   . G'"18
!#  .  . G'18
!#  .  .  o'18
This example also shows that mere expansion is not a very
satisfying revision operator. Indeed, since it does not enable
to purify any inconsistent base (whatever the test context),
expansion does not enable as well to disambiguate any inconsistent base. Furthermore, it may lead to degrees of contradiction (or purification costs) that}  are not  intuitively correct.
Thus, on the example, we have !_
 . Co'WY8 ,
while given the standard atomic context, two tests
 are sufficient to determine the actual world (over $  ). The reason of this discrepancy between what is expected and what is
achieved is that expanding an inconsistent information base
always leads to an inconsistent base, while it would be necessary to restore consistency2 for achieving purification and disambiguation in classical logic. Note that using AGM revision
instead of expansion would not help a lot since AGM operators do not behave well when applied to inconsistent bases.
2
A way to do it consists in forgetting information [Lang and Marquis, 2002] (possibly everything) in ®#¯8°±t°§²C¯k³ .
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5 Case study 2: the paraconsistent logic ´>µ¶
Paraconsistent logics have been introduced to avoid ex falso
quodlibet sequitur of classical logic, hence handling inconsistent bases in a much more satisfying way. While many
paraconsistent logics have been defined so far and could be
used in our framework, we focus here on the  logic as
defined in [Priest, 1991]. This choice is mainly motivated by
the fact that this logic is simple enough and has an inference
relation that coincides with classical entailment whenever the
information base is classically consistent (this feature is not
shared by many paraconsistent logics).
The language of t  is built up from the connectives  ,
 , . , : and the constants  , | .
An interpretation · for t  maps each propositional
atom to one of the three “truth values” F $ B $ T, the third
B meaning intuitively “both true and false”.
¸truth
 isvalue
the set of all interpretations for  . “Truth values” are ordered as follows: F ¹º B ¹º T.
» ·¦!_W'" T, ·¦!_|W'" F
» ·¦! .¼ '* B iff ·¦! ¼ 't B
·¦! .¼ '* T iff ·¦! ¼ 't F

» ·¦! ¼ 
 ½ 'tV¾¿xÀEÁeÂÃ!x·¦! ¼ z' $_·¦!x½ '('
» ·¦! ¼ 
 ½ 'tV¾ÄaÅ Á ÂÃ!x·¦! ¼ _' $z·¦!x½'#'
· ! ¼ '* F
T
if ¦
» ·¦! ¼ Y
: ½ '*
·¦!x½ ' otherwise
 }
The set of models of a formula  is ^ Æ!_"'¦ÇÃ·/
¸  y·¦!_*'=/, T$ B a . Define ·¦ÈÇÃ\,/,@·¦!x\*'
B
 {%!  ^ } Æ!_"'('t+É·R/  ^ } Æ!_"'£oÊ·tË/
  ^ . } Then
relation
Æ!z*' s.t. ·tËzÈÌÍ·¦ÈÎ . The consequence
 ^ } !(







%
{
!
'#'Ð
is
defined
by
iff
Æ

ÆÏ
Æ

 ^ } !z*' .
Æ
The definitions of %j Ï !#%$&*' and 0"j Ï !#%$&*' are those
by default; 0*Æ Ï !(%$)*' holds only if  has no classical

model.
Now, what about the revision operator? Actually, the issue
of revision in paraconsistent logic has never been considered
so far. Expansion is not satisfactory as a revision operator for
te because it enables neither the purification task nor the
disambiguation one when  has no classical model · (i.e.,
such that ·¦!s\"' - B for each \/ ), whatever the test context. Among the many possible choices, we have considered
the following revision operator, defined model-theoretically
(for the sake of brevity, we characterize only its restriction to
the case the revision formula  is a literal¸ p ).
 defined by (for
Let Ñe^PÒÆKc!x·$&p' be the interpretation of
every literal p@\ or . \ ):
Ñe^PÒÆKc!s·$z\"'(!x\*'t T

UÆrZ/ $zrª
- \£$&Ñe^PÒÆKc!x·$z\*'#!sr'·¦!sr'
Ñe^PÒÆKc!s·$ . \"'(!x\*'t F
UÆrZ/ $zrª
- \£$&Ñe^PÒÆKc!x·$z\*'#!sr'·¦!sr'

Then the revision operator is defined by:
É·, É·¦!_p'" T  if this set is non ^ } Æ!(5qp'£
empty, otherwise
aÑe^PÒÆKc!x·$)p' )·,  and ·¦!_p' B ab
Example 5.1 Stepping back to Example 4.2, we can check
that t  leads to more intuitive values for the degrees of ignorance and contradiction of the bases we considered. Given
the standard
test context, we now have:
}  !#aG'"atomic
 , }y~ !#aG'"©
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Figure 2: Degrees of ignorance and contradiction in 



}  #! Co'"X , }y~ !#Co'ª©
} !#8  o'"© } ~ !_a?  o'"ª©
} !#8   Co,'"X } ~ !#?   Co'"X
}  !#=   . =  o'",  , }~ !_a  .   =  o'"V
.
.
.
.
Thus, starting from  , expansion (i.e. the logical strength-

ening of an information base) leads to more information up
to a point where full information is reached, then progressively to more contradiction and less information, up to an
information base with full contradiction and no information.
Example
5.2 Let us now consider the base Õa . >
!#!  K&'k } '# . Figure 2 reports a plan of minimal cost (given
the standard atomic context) which disambiguates  (the subtree rooted below the .  outcome is similar to the one of 
and is not represented). Here, the degree of ignorance of 
is Ö and the degree of contradiction of  is X (after testing 
there is no contradiction any more).
Contrariwise to expansion, this revision operator is adequate to our objective:
5.1 Every information base that has a model /
¸Proposition
 has a finite
degree of ignorance and a finite degree of
contradiction given any atomic or universal test context.

6 Case study 3: “syntax-based” information
bases
Many approaches to reasoning under inconsistency make use
of the selection of maximal consistent subsets of a belief base.
This principle comes down to [Rescher and Manor, 1970] and
is known under different names such as the possible-world
approach [Ginsberg and Smith, 1988], assumption-based theories [Poole, 1988], supernormal default theories [Brewka,
1989], syntax-based approaches [Nebel, 1991] etc. We retain
the last name and call the logic *×> 3 .
The language of t×> is defined as the set of all pairs
ØH ¼ $(ÙTL , where ÙÚØaÛ ` $&b)b)b&$)Û d  ; ¼ , Û ` , ..., Û d are
propositional formulas from the language of 0 . ¼ represent
the set of hard facts and Ûy`É$)b&b)bc$&ÛPd the defaults. Formulas of
the form H ¼ $&ÜoL are called simple formulas and, slightly abusing notations, are abbreviated into ¼ – thus the language of
*×§ can be seen as an extension of that of classical logic. A
3

Saying that the approach is “syntax-based” actually means that
should not be identified with Ý%Þ"°àPàÃà°>Ý"á , or, in
other words, that the comma is viewed as a (non truth-functional)
connective.

®#Ý%ÞPßPàÃàÉàÃßmÝ"áG³

maximal scenario of  is a subset ÙË of Ù such that ¼ âÙË
ã
is consistent
and there is  no Ù Ë Ëä Ù Ë such that ¼ Ù Ë Ë is
consistent. We denote by %!#' the set of all maximal scenarios of  .
The semantics of *×> is defined by a preference relation over classical interpretations. Let åæH ¼ $#ÙTL . If
· /ç , we  define
* N !x·$y'è Ã ·é  ~ êÛ f  .
}
~
^  ! ¼ ' , we say
ForN ·$z·tË/
} that ·  ë ·tË ~ iff
* !x·$y'ìR* N !s·tËm$y~' . Now,  ^ í£"!#'*9Ã·@(·R  
¼ and there is no ·tËâ   ¼ such that ·tËî  ë ·?}  . Consequence
is defined by S íE Ë iff ^ íE"!('"
 ^ } Gí£in !#SBL
£Ëz' – especially, if  is a simple formula, then
 í£ï iff  is a skeptical consequence of  in the sense
of default logic.
Let  be a simple formula. Acceptance is defined by the
default formulation. Equivalently,  íE"!#H ¼ $#ÙTL_$&"' holds iff
H ¼ $#ÙTLï  íE7 and ¼ is consistent.  Contradiction refers
to maximal scenarios:
E !(%$)*' iff !(~ '2Ü or there
 !(0 ' ísuch
exists ~ ÙË$#ÙË Ë/
that ¼ ÙË  S and ¼ 
ÙË ËE   .  . Lastly, H ¼ $#ÙTLP5% is defined as H ¼ ¦$#ÙTL , i.e.,
the hard facts are expanded with the revision formula.



Example 6.1 ,H#Ü$u$ . ¦ $):ðK)$ . Kc$&K=:ðCaL . Here
is a purification plan of minimal cost for  with respect to
the standard atomic context. We start by testing  ; 5 . 
H . $(ÙZL is contradiction-free
because it has a single maximal

scenario .  $),:ñKc$ . Kc$)K4:æC ; 45Z,ÐH_$(ÙZL is
not contradiction-free because it has two maximal scenarios
$& :òK)$)K:òC and $ . Kc$&K:òC ; then testing K leads
to T5!zK&' and T5!z . K&' , both being contradiction}y~ !('ï
free. Hence,
given
the standard atomic context,

}


¸
 and !('ó (since disambiguating will require one
additional test).
Proposition 6.1
 is contradiction-free iff  %!#' is a singleton.
S9H ¼ $(ÙTL is} fully informative iff %!#' is a singleton
cÙË and  ^ ~  ! ¼ ÙË' is a singleton.
Despite it mainly amounts to expansion of the hard facts,
if the hard constraint ¼ of  is true for sure in the actual
world (i.e., it is consistent and consistency cannot be questioned by expansion with test outcomes), then  has a finite
degree of contradiction and a finite degree of ignorance given
any atomic or universal context.

7 Related work
To the best of our knowledge, only few proposals for a notion
of degree of information can be found in the literature, and
things are even worse to what concerns the notion of degree
of contradiction. All existing approaches are stuck to specific
propositional logics with the corresponding consequence relations, which address only some aspects of the paraconsistency issue, if any (as evoked previously, there is no undebatable paraconsistent inference relation).
Shannon’s information theory [Shannon, 1948] provides
the most famous approach on which notions of quantity of
information can be defined, but it relies on the assumption
that the available information is given under the form of a
probability distribution; furthermore, it cannot directly address inconsistent data. Interestingly, our definition of degree

of information is general enough to recover classical entropy,
applied to classical logic4 .
Lozinskii [1994a] gives a set of properties that a measure
of quantity of information should satisfy. Our degree of ignorance is fully compatible with Lozinskii’s requirements in
several cases. The degree of information defined by Lozinskii corresponds to the notion in Shannon’s theory, assuming
a uniform distribution over the set of propositional interpretations5 . It is thus required that the input information base
 has a classical model. [Lozinskii, 1994b] extends [Lozinskii, 1994a] by considering as well some inconsistent logical systems, through a more general notion of model. It is
specifically focused on so-called quasi-models of the information set  , which are the models of the maximal (w.r.t.
 ) consistent subsets of  . This is sufficient to avoid the
notion of degree of information to trivialize when applied to
an inconsistent  (unless it is a singleton). However, no notion of degree of contradiction is specifically introduced in
Lozinskii’s approach. He claims that “an inconsistent information base always contains less semantic information than
any of its maximal consistent subsets”. In our point of view,
this may lead
to counterintuitive results. For instance, given
Çô$  $)K) , according  to Lozinskii, C contains more
information than a* . * K) . That is not always the case
in our framework: it depends on the context under consideration. Thus, while the degree of contradiction of the former
is lower than the degree of contradiction of the latter, the degree of information of the latter is greater than the one of the
former (w.r.t. the standard atomic test context).
Wong and Besnard [2001] criticize the syntax-sensitivity of
Lozinskii’s approach. In particular, the presence of tautologies in  may unexpectedly change the quantity of information. As they note this can be easily repaired by considering
the models of  over the set of variables on which  depends
[Lang and Marquis, 1998], instead of the set of variables occurring in  . Wong and Besnard also adhere to Lozinskii’s
definition of degree of information; what changes is the underlying notion of quasi-model, since the paraconsistent logic
they considered is quasi-classical logic [Besnard and Hunter,
1995; Hunter, 2000].
[Knight, 2003] reports some other postulates} for
 a meadoes not
sure of quantity of information. Our measure
satisfy all of them, even in simple cases (for space reasons,
we cannot detail it here). This contrasts with the two measures introduced by Knight, which generalize in an elegant
way Shannon’s entropy-based measure to the case the information base is an inconsistent set of formulas. However, both
measures trivialize when the information set is an inconsistent singleton.
The only two approaches we are aware of, which consider (non-trivial) degrees of inconsistency defined for clasLet õyö÷ be the probability distribution stating that all models of
over ù>ú ø are equiprobable (and the other ones impossible), i.e., for
Þ ÷ . The entropy of õyö÷ is defined
any ûVü ý
, õyö÷Æþsûtÿ£ý
as ïþsõuö ÷ ÿ£ý
Ãü
kþ ø ÿ_ü .
÷ õuö ÷ þsûtÿ_à mõuö ÷ þsûtÿý
Therefore, the integer upper part of ïþsõyö ÷ ÿ is nothing but the minimal number of tests that have to be performed to identify the actual
world given the standard universal test context.
5
Such a degree was already known by Kemeny [1953] and Hintikka [1970].
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sical formulas (i.e., without additional information, like a

preference
preorder), are [Knight, 2002] and [Hunter, 2002].
Knight finds a set  of classical formulas maximally ¼ consistent whenever ¼ is the greatest number for which a
probability measure  exists, satisfying >!_"'ó ¼ for every ;/ô . Accordingly, his measure makes sense when
the logic *×§ is considered, but trivializes whenever  is a
singleton. Hunter appeals to quasi-classical logic as a framework for dealing with inconsistent information. Considering
the minimal quasi-classical models of the information base 
(roughly, the “most classical” ones), Hunter defines the degree of coherence of  as the ratio between the amount of
contradiction (conflict) and the amount of information (opinion) of the formula. Such a degree of coherence does not
always give what is expected. Consider  for instance
} '_ the
two information sets   § } . y$) S! K¦
and
£Ë ðW . y$y!zâ 'tS!zK? '# . [Hunter, 2002] shows
that Coherence(  ) î Coherence( £Ë ). We feel it counterintuitive since the two bases shares the same contradiction k .  ,
which is not related to the other formulas of both bases6 .
Finally, Hunter [2003] defines a degree of significance of
the contradictions, which makes sense when some information about the importance of potential conflicts is available.

8 Conclusion
The main contribution of the paper is a uniform action-based
framework for quantifying both degrees of information and of
contradiction. The framework is parameterized by a propositional logic (together with the corresponding notions of consequence, acceptance, contradiction and a revision operator),
a test context and an aggregation criterion for computing plan
costs. These parameters enable a great flexibility.
There are many interesting notions that can be easily defined in our framework but that we cannot mention here for
space reasons. Let us note that through the notion of purification plan, our approach for quantifying contradiction also
allows to localize conflicts. Note also that notions of joint degrees and conditional degrees of information / contradiction
can be easily defined. Another simple extension would consist in taking advantage of additional knowledge about the
sources of information and the origin of conflicts (e.g., in a
diagnosis setting, it can be the case that the failure of a component physically causes the failure of other components).
Many other extensions of our approach can be envisioned.
For instance, coping with preferences over the goal variables
(determining whether
 holds is more important than deter
mining whether holds). Another possible extension concerns the case where ontic actions are available and the objective is to let the actual world as unchanged as possible (i.e.,
we can execute invasive actions but we prefer not to do it).
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6
If we instantiate our framework
withø ù
logic (under standard
ø
atomic
context), we get eþ ÿ¦ý
þ ÿ8ý , Ãþ ø ÿ8ý , and
ø
Ãþ ÿ ý , showing that there is the same amount ofø contradiction
ø
in the two bases and that there is less information in than in .
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